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NEW FICTION             

 
Alger, Cristina        July 2019 
SNOWBIRD: A Novel 
 
“Immersive, satisfying, tense—and timely: This is probably happening for real right now.” –Lee 
Child, on The Banker’s Wife 
 
Worlds collide when an FBI agent investigates a string of grisly murders on Long Island that 
raises the impossible question: What happens when the primary suspect is your father? Agent 
Nell Flynn hasn’t been home in twelve years. Nell and her father, Homicide Detective Martin 

Flynn, have never had much of a relationship. And Suffolk County will always be awash in memories of her mother, 
Marisol, who was brutally murdered when Nell was just seven. When Martin Flynn dies in a motorcycle accident, 
Nell returns to the house she grew up in so she can spread her father’s ashes and close his estate. At the behest of 
her father’s partner, Detective Lee Davis, Nell becomes involved in an investigation into the murders of two young 
Hispanic women in Suffolk County. The further Nell digs, the more likely it seems to her that her father should be 
the prime suspect—and that his friends on the police force are covering his tracks. Plagued by doubts about her 
mother’s murder—and her own role in exonerating her father in that case—Nell can’t help but ask questions about 
who killed Ria Ruiz and Ariana Marques and why. But she may not like the answers she finds—not just about those 
she loves, but about herself. Cristina Alger is the bestselling author of The Banker’s Wife and The Darlings. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Sally Kim) 
Agent: ICM 
 

 
Archer, Sarah        July 2019 
THE PLUS ONE: A Novel 
 
“The Plus One is bursting with heart and soul. It engineers thought-provoking questions about 
what love and humanity really look like. Archer is totally captivating.” –Hannah Orenstein, 
author of Playing with Matches 
 
Debut novel! Meet Kelly. Twenty-nine, valedictorian, and a brilliant robotics engineer to boot. 
While her professional life is on the rise, her personal life is struggling to get off the ground. 

With her sister’s wedding looming and her attempts to find a date becoming increasingly cringe-worthy, Kelly does 
the only logical thing: she builds her own boyfriend, if only to get her mom off her back about being perpetually 
single. Kelly planned to pass off her robotic masterpiece, Ethan, as her other half just until the wedding. But she 
can’t resist keeping him around even after the “I do’s.” Ethan is just too perfect—gorgeous, attentive, smart, all 
topped off by a mechanical heart endlessly devoted to her. When Kelly is with him, she becomes a more confident, 
spontaneous version of herself. Plus, for the first time, her mother is actually proud of her. But as the struggle to 
keep Ethan’s true identity a secret threatens to detonate the career Kelly has worked so hard for, she knows she 
has to kiss her toy boy goodbye. There’s just one problem: she’s falling for him. This is Sarah Archer’s first novel.  
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Tara Singh Carlson) 
Agent: Curtis Brown 
German: Heyne 
 
 
  

https://www.cristinaalger.com/
https://twitter.com/SarahArcherM
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Bell, David        July 2019 
LAYOVER: A Novel 
 
“A tautly told, heart-pounding read… a page-turning whodunit where every character’s a 
suspect and no one can be trusted.” –Mary Kubica, author of The Good Girl, on Somebody’s 
Daughter 
 
Joshua Fields takes the same flights every week for work. His life is a series of departures, 
arrivals, and airports. But during yet another layover, Joshua meets Morgan, a beautiful 

stranger with whom he feels an immediate connection. When it’s time for their flights, Morgan leaves with a kiss 
and laments that she’ll never see him again. Joshua makes the impulsive decision to follow her and buys a ticket 
for her flight. He’s surprised to discover that she has been reported as missing. On the plane, Morgan is a 
completely different person, their connection seemingly gone. Once they’re back on the ground, she slips away. 
Joshua makes a second impulsive decision and sets out to find her himself. What follows is a whirlwind, fast-paced 
journey filled with lies, deceit, and secrets to discover the truth about why Morgan is on the run. But with every 
mystery solved, another rears its head, and Joshua’s worst enemy may be his own assumptions about those 
around him. David Bell is the author of Somebody’s Daughter and others. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Danielle Perez) 
Agent: Massie & McQuilkin 
 

 
Cleeton, Chanel       April 2019 
WHEN WE LEFT CUBA: A Novel 
 
“A sweeping love story and tale of courage and familial and patriotic legacy that spans 
generations.” –Entertainment Weekly, on Next Year in Havana 
 
Since her family fled Cuba for Florida after Fidel Castro’s rise to power, sugar heiress Beatriz 
Perez has made waves in Palm Beach society. But not one of the five marriage proposals she's 
received can distract her from her duty: avenging her twin brother’s death at the hands of the 

Revolutionary leader. To that end, Beatriz conspires with her longtime friend and fellow exile, Edward Diaz just as 
she embarks on a forbidden affair with Nicholas Randolph Preston III, a handsome senator with political ambitions. 
Beatriz knows there's no real future for them, especially when she’s recruited by the CIA to turn Fidel Castro’s 
head—and kill him. Embarking on a life of danger and intrigue will take almost everything from Beatriz… 
everything but the one man who will always hold her heart in his hands. Chanel Cleeton is the author of the 
bestselling Reese Witherspoon Book Club pick Next Year in Havana. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Kate Seaver) 
Agent: Marsal Lyon Literary Agency 
Serbian: Vulkan 
 
 
  

https://davidbellnovels.com/
http://www.chanelcleeton.com/
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Downing, Samantha       March 2019 
MY LOVELY WIFE: A Novel 
 
“My Lovely Wife is dark, twisted—and impossible to put down. Samantha Downing has written 
a wickedly plotted and suspenseful psychological thriller.” –Meg Gardiner, Edgar award-
winning author 
 
Debut novel! Dexter meets Mr. and Mrs. Smith in this wildly compulsive debut suspense novel 
about a couple whose fifteen-year marriage has finally gotten too interesting. To everyone 

around them, Millicent and her husband have an ideal life. She is a successful real estate agent, he teaches tennis 
to the wealthy residents at their local country club, and they have two teenage children. They are the 
quintessential family, holding strong in a time when disposable relationships are the new normal. How have they 
survived all of these years? One key to their success is having similar interests: Millicent and her husband enjoy the 
cat-and-mouse game of finding women to seduce and murder. They follow a specific set of rules and have 
boundaries that must not be crossed; this has allowed them to maintain an otherwise normal home life. But 
everything changes when Owen Oliver Riley, an infamous serial killer who terrorized their town in the past, 
resurfaces. As the foundation of their complicated relationship begins to crumble, Millicent’s husband wonders 
how well he really knows her. How far will he go to keep his family together? This is Samantha Downing’s first 
novel; she is at work on a second. 
 
Translation: Berkley (editor Jennifer Monroe) 
Agent: Irene Goodman Literary Agency 
UK: Michael Joseph; German: Goldmann; Hungarian: Agave 
 
 

Elliott, Lexie        April 2019 
THE MISSING YEARS: A Novel 
 
“The author provides the perfect dose of character development before unveiling eerie details 
from her cast’s past, ensuring that we’re properly unnerved when their lives begin to unravel.” 
–The Associated Press, on The French Girl 
 
After the death of her mother, London TV producer Ailsa Calder inherits The Manse, a 
centuries-old house in Scotland, the same place her father disappeared from when she was 

seven years old. To reacquaint herself with her childhood home and oversee a protracted legal process, Ailsa 
heads north with her half-sister Carrie, who is nearly a stranger to her. Struggling with her own memories, and the 
discovery of a mysterious locked room, Ailsa is unable to sleep and spends her nights restlessly wandering the 
hallways. One night, she discovers an unfamiliar man inside searching for his sister, an odd woman who has taken 
to visiting the once-empty property. But that unsettling revelation is only the beginning of a series of peculiar 
happenings. The pervasive smell of smoke, the lack of wildlife on the grounds, and suspicious townspeople draw 
Ailsa into the dark history of the property and into the hazy circumstances of her own past. Lexie Elliott is the 
author of The French Girl. 
 
Translation: Berkley (editor Kerry Donovan) 
Agent: Folio Literary 
UK: Corvus 
 
  

https://www.samanthadowning.com/
https://www.lexieelliott.com/
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Hall, Alexis        June 2019 
THE AFFAIR OF THE MYSTERIOUS LETTER: A Novel 
 
“Simply the best writer I’ve come across in years.” –New York Times bestselling author Laura 
Kinsale 
 
This charming, witty, and weird fantasy novel pays homage to Sherlock Holmes with a new 
twist on his renowned characters. Upon returning to the city of Khelathra-Ven after five years 
fighting a war in another universe, Captain John Wyndham finds himself looking for 

somewhere to live, and expediency forces him to take lodgings at 137b Martyrs Walk. His new housemate is Miss 
Shaharazad Haas, a consulting sorceress of mercurial temperament and dark reputation. When Miss Haas is 
enlisted to solve a case of blackmail against one of her former lovers, Miss Eirene Viola, Captain Wyndham finds 
himself drawn into a mystery that leads him from the salons of the literary set to the drowned back-alleys of Ven, 
and even to a prison cell in lost Carcosa. Along the way he is beset by criminals, menaced by pirates, molested by 
vampires, almost devoured by mad gods, and called upon to punch a shark. But the further the companions go in 
pursuit of the elusive blackmailer, the more impossible the case appears. Then again, in Khelathra-Ven reality is 
flexible, and the impossible is Miss Haas’ stock-in-trade. Alexis Hall is the acclaimed author of several romance and 
fantasy novels. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley Ace (editor Rebecca Brewer) 
Agent: Handspun Literary 
 
 

Hoang, Helen        May 2019 
THE BRIDE TEST: A Novel 
 
“Hoang’s writing has a sharp, quirky, emotional edge that will resonate with anyone who has 
ever tried to navigate the complicated world of modern relationships.” –Jayne Ann Krentz 
 
Khai Diep has no feelings. Well, he feels irritation when people move his things or contentment 
when ledgers balance down to the penny, but not big, important emotions like grief and love. 
He thinks he’s defective, but his family knows better—that his autism means he just processes 

emotions differently. When he steadfastly avoids relationships, his mother takes matters into her own hands and 
returns to Vietnam to find him the perfect bride. As a mixed-race girl living in the slums of Ho Chi Minh City, Esme 
Tran has always felt out of place. When the opportunity arises to come to America and meet a potential husband, 
she can’t turn it down, thinking this could be the break her family needs. Seducing Khai, however, doesn’t go as 
planned. Esme’s lessons in love seem to be working… but only on herself. She’s hopelessly smitten with a man 
who’s convinced he can never return her affection. With Esme’s time in the United States dwindling, Khai is forced 
to understand he’s been wrong all along. And there’s more than one way to love. Helen Hoang is the author of The 
Kiss Quotient. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Cindy Hwang) 
Agent: BookEnds Literary Agency 
Czech: Fortuna; German: Rowohlt; Hungarian: Publish and More; Slovene: Ucila 
 
 
  

http://www.quicunquevult.com/
http://www.helenhoang.com/
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Hunt, Tom        Jan. 2019 
ONE FATAL MISTAKE: A Novel 
 
“Terrific… full of shocks and twists you won’t see coming—unputdownable and highly 
recommended!” —Lee Child, on Killer Choice 
 
Seventeen-year-old Joshua Jackson’s life in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is nothing out of the ordinary. 
Until the night that he accidentally kills someone with his car and pretends that nothing ever 
happened. But there was a witness who has left a loose end at the scene of the crime, and 

when Joshua goes back to clean up, his car is stolen—with the dead body in the trunk. With nowhere to turn, he 
tells his mother everything. When she reluctantly agrees to help him, they’ll both be ensnared in a series of events 
that will trap him and his family in a web of criminality and deceit. Nothing is safe from harm, and with every 
decision they’re forced to make, Joshua and his family are pulled further away from the normal life they’ve always 
known. The night hides a multitude of sins and sinners—ones that they’ll never see coming. Tom Hunt is the 
author of Killer Choice. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Danielle Perez) 
Agent: Massie & McQuilkin 
 
 

Kate, Lauren        June 2019 
THE ORPHAN’S SONG: A Novel 
 
Debut novel! This is a story of music and mystery, of love and betrayal, of families broken and 
remade. Venice, 1736. When fate brings Violetta and Mino together on the roof of the Hospital 
of the Incurables, they form a connection that will change their lives forever. Both are orphans 
at the Incurables, dreaming of escape. But when the resident maestro notices Violetta’s voice, 
she is selected for the Incurables’ world-famous coro and must sign an oath never to sing 
beyond its church doors. After a declaration of love ends in heartbreak, Mino flees the 

Incurables in search of his family. Without him, the walls close in on Violetta and she begins a dangerous and 
secret nightlife, hoping her voice can secure her freedom. But neither finds what they are looking for, until a 
haunting memory Violetta has suppressed since childhood leads them to a shocking confrontation. Lauren Kate is 
the #1 New York Times and internationally bestselling author of nine novels for young adults, including Fallen, 
which was made into a major motion picture by Sony. Her books have been translated into more than thirty 
languages and have sold more than ten million copies worldwide. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Tara Singh Carlson) 
Agent: Andrea Brown Literary Agency 
Portuguese (B): Record 
 
 
  

https://www.tomhuntwriter.com/
http://laurenkatebooks.net/
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Kenney, John        Jan. 2019 
TALK TO ME: A Novel 
 
“Delivers a clear-eyed, sympathetic story about complex family ties and the possibility of 
healing.” –Washington Post, on Truth in Advertising 
 
It’s a story that Ted Grayson has reported time and time again in his job as a network TV 
anchor: the public downfall of someone at the top. He just never imagined that it would 
happen to him. But after a profanity-laced tirade is caught on camera, his reputation and 

career are destroyed, leaving him without a script for the first time in years. But while viewers may have loved and 
trusted Ted for decades, his family certainly didn’t: His years of constant travel and his big-screen persona have 
frayed all of his important relationships. At the time of his meltdown, Ted is estranged from his wife, Claire, and his 
adult daughter, Franny, a writer for a popular website. Franny views her father’s disgrace with curiosity and 
perhaps a bit of smug satisfaction, but when her boss suggests that she confront Ted in an interview, she has to 
decide whether to use his loss as her career gain. Meanwhile, Ted is desperate to reconnect with his family and 
repair his image, but he soon learns that those two things may be at odds with one another. Talk to Me is a warm, 
honest, and sharply funny story about private lives in today’s public world...and about our ultimate capacity for 
forgiveness and empathy. John Kenney is the author of Truth in Advertising and Love Poems for Married People. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Sally Kim) 
Agent: Author c/o Putnam 
 
 

Les Becquets, Diane       March 2019 
THE LAST WOMAN IN THE FOREST: A Novel 
 
“I raced through this gripping tale in two sittings… Beautifully paced and twisty.” –Fiona 
Barton, New York Times bestselling author of The Widow 
 
On a conservation study in northern Alberta, field technician Marian Engström found her true 
calling: training rescue dogs to help track endangered wildlife. Under the tutelage of 
experienced handler Tate Mathias, Marian felt her future opening up before her. But after Tate 

is killed in a bear attack, Marian finds herself questioning the man she thought she loved. Growing inconsistencies 
start to surface, possibly linking Tate to the murders of four women over six years. Working with a retired forensic 
profiler who was never able to close the cases, Marian relives her relationship with Tate, desperately hoping to 
clear his name as a serial killer. And as she circles ever closer to the truth, evil stalks her every move. From the lush 
and breathtaking Rocky Mountains to the vast deserts of Utah, The Last Woman in the Forest chronicles the 
experiences of a woman whose faith in the nature of man is about to be tested. Diane Les Becquets is the 
bestselling author of Breaking Wild. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Danielle Perez) 
Agent: Aevitas Creative 
 
 
  

http://www.lesbecquets.com/
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Lim, Roselle        June 2019 
NATALIE TAN’S BOOK OF LUCK AND FORTUNE: A Novel 
 
“Vivid and lyrical with a touch of magic. Natalie Tan’s Book of Luck and Fortune explores 
culture, community, and the complex love between mothers and daughters, leaving your heart 
full…and your belly hungry. I absolutely loved it.” –Helen Hoang, author of The Kiss Quotient  
 
Debut Novel! At the news of her mother’s death, Natalie Tan returns home after seven lonely 
years traveling the world. The two women had not spoken since Natalie left home in anger 

when her mother refused to support her career as a chef. A devastated Natalie is shocked to see the decline of her 
former vibrant neighborhood in San Francisco’s Chinatown. She’s even more surprised to find she has inherited her 
grandmother’s restaurant. There’s a catch, however: She must cook three magical recipes to help her struggling 
neighbors before she’ll be able to make the restaurant a success. Unfortunately, Natalie has no desire to help them 
try to turn things around—she resents the local shopkeepers for leaving her alone to take care of her agoraphobic 
mother for so many years. But with the help of a surprising new friend and a geeky and adorable new love interest, 
Natalie starts to realize that maybe her neighbors were there for her all along. This is Roselle Lim’s first novel. 
 
Translation: Berkley (editor Cindy Hwang) 
Agent controls UK rights: Bent Agency 
 

 
Macallan, Angus       Feb. 2019 
GATES OF STONE: A Novel 
 
“I meant to give Gates of Stone a quick look before I started reading it—and couldn’t put it 
down. Angus Macallan is a brilliant storyteller!” –Taylor Anderson, New York Times bestselling 
author of the Destroyermen series 
 
Debut novel! Just before her 16th birthday, Princess Katerina is informed she will not be 
inheriting the throne of the Empire of the Ice-Bear, merely because of her gender. Married off 

to a foreign lord and exiled to a provincial backwater, she murders her husband on their wedding night. 
Determined to have her revenge and take the throne, she will destroy anyone who stands in her way. Katerina 
embarks on a perilous voyage in search of the wealth and power she needs to achieve her ambitious goals. And in 
the Laut Besar, a region of thousands of islands, a pampered prince sets off on a mad quest of his own to recover 
the ancient sword of his royal father. Prince Jun, aided only by his decrepit servant and a young fisher-girl, tracks 
the sword and the sorcerer who has stolen it and fled far across the islands. But Jun’s fate is drawing him toward 
the fabulously wealthy city of Singarasam, toward Katerina and a shattering conflict that will change the course of 
the whole world. Angus Macallan is a pseudonym for a British fiction writer and journalist. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley Ace (editor Anne Sowards) 
Agent: Sheil Land Associates 
Turkish: Epsilon 
  

http://www.rosellelim.com/
https://twitter.com/angusmacallan1
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Marais, Bianca        July 2019 
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE GOD LAUGH: A Novel 
 
“Radiant… A stirring ode to a country’s painful maturation.” –O, The Oprah Magazine, on Hum 
If You Don’t Know the Words 
 
On the outskirts of Johannesburg, 17-year-old Zodwa Bambisa lives in desperate poverty in a 
squatter camp, under the shadowy threat of a civil war and a growing AIDS epidemic. Eight 
months pregnant with a child she does not want, Zodwa carefully guards secrets that could get 

her killed if discovered. Meanwhile, at a rural farm outside the city, estranged sisters Ruth and Delilah each face a 
personal crisis that sends them back to their childhood home to lick their wounds. They live together in an uneasy 
peace until the day that they find a newborn baby on their doorstep. Abandoned with only a blanket wrapped 
around him, the child will change everything for the sisters, upending what they believed about race, motherhood, 
and the power of the past. As the mystery surrounding the infant’s discovery grows, Zodwa, Ruth, and Delilah 
become inextricably linked. What follows is a mesmerizing look at family, identity, and the lengths to which the 
human heart will go to protect itself and the ones it loves. Bianca Marais is the author of Hum If You Don’t Know 
the Words. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Danielle Dieterich) 
Agent: Rights Factory 
 
 

Meissner, Susan       March 2019 
THE LAST YEAR OF THE WAR: A Novel 
 
“Strong, resilient, and determined to make their way in a changing world, Meissner’s 
characters step off the page and into history.” –Lisa Wingate, author of Before We Were Yours 
 
In the final years of World War II, 14-year-old Elise’s father, a German immigrant who has been 
a legal US resident for two decades, is suddenly arrested on suspicion of being a Nazi 
sympathizer. Soon after, he and his family are moved to an internment camp in Crystal City, 

Texas. Elise has only ever known what it is to be American, so adjusting to a life where she and her family are 
treated like outsiders is devastating. The only thing that makes the camp bearable for Elise is her friendship with 
Mari, a Japanese-American girl whose family is also interred. Together, the two girls hold onto the dream of being 
American teenagers with a future outside of the camp. When Elise is told that her family is being repatriated to 
Germany, a country she’s never seen, in a prisoner exchange, Elise loses the last semblance of hope that her family 
can return to their normal lives. From Germany, Elise holds to her memory of Mari as a toehold of who she was 
before the last year of the war changed everything. Spanning seven decades, The Last Year of the War is about the 
incredible choices we make to reclaim our lives. Susan Meissner is the bestselling author of A Bridge Across the 
Ocean and As Bright as Heaven. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Claire Zion) 
Agent: Book Group Literary 
 
  

http://www.biancamarais.com/
http://susanlmeissner.com/
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Olsen, Rena        Aug. 2019 
UNTITLED NOVEL 
 
Hadley’s early childhood was one of insecurity and uncertainty, leaving her functionally 
orphaned without a family or home. Then one day she met Emily Carson, and the bond 
between them was instantaneous and strong. Soon, Hadley was adopted by Emily’s parents, 
and she finally had a place to belong—a home with the beloved sister who chose her. When 
Emily dies in a tragic accident, Hadley is grief-stricken and adrift. Seeking to keep her sister’s 
memory alive, Hadley begins digging to find the secret that Emily had intended to share with 

her the night she died. But what she had assumed would be a benign revelation seems like it may have been 
something more sinister—a secret that someone would kill to protect. And when Hadley becomes the victim of an 
escalating series of pranks, it’s clear that she might be the killer’s next target. Rena Olsen is the author of With You 
Always and The Girl Before. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Sara Minnich) 
Agent: Dystel, Goderich & Bourret 
 
 

Powers, Zach        Aug. 2018 
FIRST COSMIC VELOCITY: A Novel 
 
Debut novel! In the USSR in 1964, an amazing fraud has been perpetrated under the nose of 
the world, the Soviets, and Premier Khrushchev himself. The Russian space program is a sham… 
or, at least, half a sham. For while the program has successfully launched five capsules into 
space, the Chief Designer and his team have never successfully brought one back to earth. The 
cosmonauts who experienced the marvels of space are all gone. The men and women who 
have traveled the world on press tour, smiling and waving, expounding on the glories of the 

Soviet Union, the triumphs it has achieved and those yet to come, are their other halves. Their twins. A tale 
combining history and fiction, the real and the mystical, First Cosmic Velocity is the story of Leonid, the last of the 
twins. Taken in 1950 from a life of poverty in Ukraine to the training grounds in Russia, the Leonid twins were given 
one name and one identity, but divergent fates. Now one Leonid has launched, and the other is sent on the victory 
lap under the watchful eye of Ignatius, the Soviet government agent who knows too much but gives away little. 
And while Leonid battles his increasing regrets and doubts about their deceitful project, the Chief Designer must 
scramble to perfect a working spacecraft, especially when Khrushchev nominates his own dog for the next mission. 
Zach Powers is the author of the short story collection Gravity Changes. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Sara Minnich) 
Agent: Annie Bomke Literary Agency 
 
 
  

https://renaolsen.com/
http://zachpowers.com/
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Santopolo, Jill        Feb. 2019 
MORE THAN WORDS: A Novel 
 
“Extraordinary… An emotional roller coaster.” –Delia Ephron, on The Light We Lost 
 
Nina Gregory has always been a good daughter and good girlfriend. Raised by her father, 
owner of New York’s glamorous Gregory Hotels, after her mother’s death, Nina was taught that 
family, reputation, and legacy are what matter most. And her boyfriend Tim, thoughtful, kind, 
and honest, not to mention her best friend since childhood, feels the same. But after Nina’s 

father passes away, she learns he may not have practiced what he preached. As her world falls apart, Nina begins 
to question everything she thought she knew and to see the men in her life—her father, her boyfriend, and 
unexpectedly, her handsome and attentive boss, Rafael—in a new light. Soon Nina finds herself caught between 
the world she knows and loves and a passion that could upend everything. More Than Words is a heartbreaking 
and romantic novel about grief, loss, love, and self-discovery, and how we choose which life we are meant to live. 
Jill Santopolo is the author of the New York Times bestseller The Light We Lost, which has been translated into 36 
languages and has hit bestseller lists worldwide. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Tara Singh Carlson) 
Agent: DeFiore & Co. 
Finnish: Otava; French: Fleuve; German: Heyne; Italian: Nord 
 
 

Sullivan, Laura        July 2019 
MILADY: A Novel 
 
Debut novel! She was the greatest nemesis of d'Artagnan and the Three Musketeers—but 
Milady de Winter was more than just a villain in their swashbuckling adventures. She’s gone by 
many names: villainess, seductress, a secondary player in The Three Musketeers story. But we 
all know history was written by men, and they so often get things wrong. So before you cast 
judgment, let her tell you how a girl from the countryside became the most feared woman in 
all of Europe. A target for antipathy, a name whispered in alarm or loathing. She doesn’t need 

you to like her, she just needs to be free. It’s time she told her own story. Laura Sullivan is the author of five books 
for middle grade and young adult audiences. This is her adult debut. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Amanda Bergeron) 
Agent: Massie & McQuilkin 
 
 
  

http://jillsantopolo.com/
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Thornton, Stephanie Marie      March 2019 
AMERICAN PRINCESS: A Novel 
 
“Thornton skillfully brings to life the incomparable and unapologetic Alice Roosevelt, whose 
scandalous life was at the center of American politics for nearly a century. Fast-paced and 
written with verve and sass, this book is a treat and a treasure for history lovers. Fabulous!” –
Stephanie Dray, author of America’s First Daughter 
 
In 1901 at 18 years old, with her father newly ensconced in the White House, Alice Roosevelt 

takes center stage at her society debut and quickly becomes the epitome of American royalty. As her sudden 
popularity skyrockets, the gum-chewing, cigarette-smoking, poker-playing First Daughter becomes America’s first 
media sensation, inspiring trends and fashions, including her own color: Alice Blue. But behind the headlines and 
photographs lives an insecure young woman, constantly fighting for the approval and attention of her larger-than-
life father. Alice does capture one man’s notice. Nick Longworth, a handsome young congressman from Ohio, is 
her equal in living life to the fullest. Their turbulent courtship leads to a tumultuous relationship rife with political 
wins and missteps, heartaches and betrayals. American Princess is a captivating imagining of Alice’s life, from her 
first, tentative steps into the spotlight to living in its unrelenting glare, from enduring a troubled marriage to 
surviving two world wars that brought her family to its knees. It is a triumphant ode to a woman, a wife, and a 
mother, who would become a Washington institution and who would be remembered as one of America’s favorite 
daughters. Stephanie Marie Thornton is the author of The Conqueror’s Wife and The Tiger Queens. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Kate Seaver) 
Agent: Marsal Lyon Literary Agency 
 
 

Winfrey, Kerry        June 2019 
WAITING FOR TOM HANKS: A Novel 
 
Debut novel! Can a rom-com obsessed romantic finally experience the meet-cute she always 
dreamed of, or will reality never compare to fiction? Annie is 27, single, and obsessed with 
romantic comedies. Her dating life is limited by the expectations she’s formed from these 
movies. She is not as open to new experiences as she might be, because she’s waiting for her 
Tom Hanks—i.e., a guy she’ll find in the perfect meet-cute, romantic comedy way. When Annie 
does finally meet her perfect match, it’s not quite in the way she expected, and she’s forced to 

reckon with the walls she’s built around herself over the years. Kerry Winfrey is the author of two young adult 
novels. This is her adult debut. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Cindy Hwang) 
Agent: Inkwell Management  

http://www.stephanie-thornton.com/
http://welcometoladyville.com/
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SERIES FICTION            

 
Ashley, Jennifer       June 2019 
DEATH IN KEW GARDENS: A Below Stairs Mystery 
 
“A top-notch new series that deftly demonstrates Ashley’s mastery of historical mysteries by 
delivering an impeccably researched setting, a fascinating protagonist with an intriguing past, 
and lively writing seasoned with just the right measure of dry wit.” –Booklist 
 
#3 in the Below Stairs Mystery series. Kat Holloway steps out from beneath the stairs and into 
international intrigue, where murder and stolen treasure lurk among the upper echelons of 

Victorian London. In return for a random act of kindness, scholar Li Bai Chang presents young cook Kat with a rare 
and precious gift—a box of tea. Kat thinks no more of her unusual visitor until two days later when the kitchen 
erupts with the news that Lady Cynthia’s next-door neighbor has been murdered. Known about London as an “Old 
China Hand,” the victim claimed to be an expert in the language and customs of China, acting as intermediary for 
merchants and government officials. When the authorities accuse Mr. Li of the crime, Kat finds herself embroiled 
in a world of deadly secrets that reach from the gilded homes of Mayfair to the beautiful wonder of Kew Gardens. 
Jennifer Ashley is the bestselling author of Scandal Above Stairs and others. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Kate Seaver) 
Agent: Creative Book Services 
 
 

Atkins, Ace        July 2019 
THE SHAMELESS: A Quinn Colson Novel 
 
“Quinn Colson is my kind of guy. I would follow him anywhere.” –Lee Child 
 
#9 in the Quinn Colson series. Twenty years ago, teenager Brandon Taylor walked into the Big 
Woods north of Tibbehah County, Mississippi, and never returned. Years later, the bones of 
child have been found in the woods, confirming for many the grim ending to the Taylor story. 
As the case reopens, some point fingers to Sherriff Quinn Colson’s late uncle, the former 

sheriff, who took his own life in a cloud of corruption and shame. Still, Quinn’s wife Maggie doesn’t believe it. As a 
close childhood friend of the Taylor boy, she thinks there’s an even darker conspiracy at work. Letters she begins 
to receive from a mysterious inmate at a Tennessee prison may hold the answers. With a heated election for 
governor on the horizon and the strengthening of a criminal syndicate’s death grip on the state, Quinn’s search 
into the Big Woods for answers will upset the corruption that’s plagued his home since before he came back from 
Afghanistan. Greed, false piety, power, bigotry, and dirty deals make for a dangerous mix he knows all too well. 
Ace Atkins is bestselling author of The Fallen, among others. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Sara Minnich) 
Agent: ICM 
 
 
  

http://www.jenniferashley.com/
http://www.aceatkins.com/
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Barron, Laird        May 2019 
BLACK MOUNTAIN: An Isaiah Coleridge Novel 
 
“One of my favorite writers, period.” –Nic Pizzolatto, author of Galveston and creator of True 
Detective 
 
#2 in the Isaiah Coleridge series. Ex-mob enforcer Isaiah Coleridge has hung out a shingle as a 
private eye in New York’s Hudson Valley, and in his newest case, a seemingly simple murder 
investigation, leads him to the most terrifying enemy he has ever faced. When a small-time 

criminal named Harold Lee turns up dead in the Ashokan Reservoir, the local mafia capo hires Coleridge to look 
into the matter. The mob likes crime, but only the crime it controls… and as it turns out, Lee is the second 
independent contractor to meet a bad end on the business side of a serrated knife. One such death can be 
overlooked. Two makes a man wonder. A guy in Lee’s business would make his fair share of enemies, and it seems 
a likely case of pure revenge. But as Coleridge turns over more stones, he finds himself dragged into something 
deeper and more insidious than he could have imagined, in a labyrinthine case spanning decades. At the center are 
an heiress moonlighting as a cabaret dancer, a powerful corporation with high-placed connections, and a serial 
killer who may have been honing his skills since the Vietnam War. Laird Barron is the author of Blood Standard and 
several horror novels and collections. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Sara Minnich) 
Agent: New Leaf Literary 
 
 

Box, C.J.         March 2019 
WOLF PACK: A Joe Pickett Novel 
 
“Picking up a new C.J. Box thriller is like spending quality time with family you love and have 
missed…It’s a rare thriller series that has characters grow and change without becoming stale.” 
—Associated Press 
 
#19 in the Joe Pickett series. The good news is that Joe Pickett has his job back, after his last 
adventure in The Disappeared. The bad news is that he’s come to learn that a drone is killing 

wildlife—and the drone belongs to a mysterious and wealthy man whose grandson is dating Joe’s own daughter, 
Lucy. When Joe tries to lay down the rules for the drone operator, he is asked by the FBI and the DOJ to stand 
down, which only makes him more suspicious. Joe discovers that the man is in the witness relocation program, as 
he is in possession of knowledge about dangerous people. Soon, Joe comes across a pack of four killers working on 
behalf of the Sinaloa cartel to find the man, and Joe realizes his actions might expose him. Teaming up with a 
female game warden (based on a real person, one of the few female game wardens at work in Wyoming today) to 
confront these assassins, Joe finds himself their prey--along with Lucy and her boyfriend. C.J. Box is the #1 New 
York Times bestselling author of 18 previous Joe Pickett novels. 
 
Translation: Putnam (editor Mark Tavani) 
Agent: Ann Rittenberg Literary Agency 
UK: Head of Zeus 
 
 
  

https://lairdbarron.wordpress.com/
http://www.cjbox.net/
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McLean, Peter        July 2019 
PRIEST OF LIES: A War for the Rose Throne Novel 
 
“A charismatic and very more-ish book with solid prose and a strong voice. Priest of Bones is a 
story of organized crime with shades of The Godfather. It sounds grim and dark... and it is... but 
our priest of bones is quite the humanitarian for a ruthless crime lord. With high tempo action 
it’s just very fun to read.” –Mark Lawrence, author Red Sister, on Priest of Bones 
 
#2 in the War for the Rose Throne series. Tomas Piety has been many things: soldier, priest, 

gangster, and spy. As Tomas’ power grows, the nobility better watch their back, in this dark and gritty epic fantasy 
series. People are weak, and the poorer and more oppressed they are, the weaker they become—until they can’t 
take it anymore. And when they rise up... may the gods help their oppressors. When Tomas Piety returned from 
the war, he just wanted to rebuild his empire of crime with his gang of Pious Men. But his past as a spy for the 
Queen’s Men drew him back in and brought him more power than he ever imagined. Now, with half of his city in 
ashes and the Queen’s Men at his back, the webs of political intrigue stretch out from the capital to pull Tomas in. 
Dannsburg is calling. In Dannsburg the nobility fight with words, not blades, but the results are every bit as bloody. 
In this pit of beasts, Tomas must decide once and for all whether he is truly the people’s champion... or just a 
priest of lies. Peter McLean is the author of Priest of Bones and others. 
 
Translation: Berkley Ace (editor Rebecca Brewer) 
Agent: Red Sofa Literary 
UK: Quercus; German: Klett 
 
 

McMahon, John       March 2019 
THE GOOD DETECTIVE: A Novel 
 
“Tight, fast and addictive, I blistered this book in a single day. It has everything top-drawer 
crime fiction demands: murder, conflict, and a damaged, compelling hero, all delivered in prose 
so crisp and clean McMahon presents like an old pro.” –John Hart, New York Times bestselling 
author of The Hush 
 
Debut novel! First in a new series! Detective P.T. Marsh was a rising star Mason Falls, Georgia, 

until his wife and young son were killed in an accident. Since that night, caught in a spiral of grief and booze, he’s 
lost the ability to see the line between smart moves and disastrous decisions—such as when he decides to help out 
an exotic dancer by confronting her abusive boyfriend. When the next morning he gets called to the scene of his 
newest murder case, he is stunned to arrive at the house of a dead man—the very man he beat up the night 
before. He could swear the guy was alive when he left, but can he be sure? What he does know is that his 
fingerprints are all over the crime scene. But the trouble is only beginning. P.T. and his partner Remy begin to 
suspect the murder is connected to a local arson and lynching; two days earlier, the dead body of a black teenager 
was found in a burned-out field, a rope around his neck, and P.T. realizes he might have killed the #1 suspect of 
this horrific crime. Amid rising racial tension and media scrutiny, P.T. uncovers something sinister at the heart of 
the boy’s murder: a conspiracy leading all the way back to the time of the Civil War. Risking everything to unravel 
the puzzle even as he fights off his own personal demons, P.T. races headlong toward an incendiary and life-
altering showdown. John McMahon is the Executive Creative Director of Art Machine, a Hollywood-based ad firm. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Mark Tavani) 
Agent: Marly Rusoff & Associates 
 
 
  

https://talonwraith.com/
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Neill, Chloe        June 2019 
THE BEYOND: A Devil’s Isle Novel 
 
“Chloe Neill is one of the top authors in the urban fantasy and paranormal romance genres. 
She has a whimsical and subtle way of weaving the normal with the fantastical and she rocks it 
every time.” –Vampire Book Club 
 
#4 in the Devil’s Isle series. It’s been a year since the Veil between the human world and the 
Beyond was torn apart, and war began again. Sensitive Claire Connolly and bounty hunter Liam 

Quinn have been helping their human and paranormal allies fight back against the ravaging invaders and save 
what’s left of New Orleans. But a new enemy has arisen, more powerful than any they’ve seen before, and even 
Devil’s Isle cannot hold her. When Claire learns of a new magical weapon—one built by paranormals themselves—
she knows it could turn the tide of war. But to reach it, she and Liam will have to cross into the Beyond itself. In a 
world full of hostile magic and dangerous foes, she’ll have to channel the powers she once kept hidden in order to 
survive. New Orleans hangs in the balance, and the storm is growing closer. Chloe Neill is the bestselling author of 
The Veil and others. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Jessica Wade) 
Agent: Knight Agency 
 

 
Raybourn, Deanna       March 2019 
A DANGEROUS COLLABORATION: A Veronica Speedwell Mystery 
 
“I love this series! Veronica Speedwell is utterly unique… The plots are clever and fast-paced. I 
can’t wait for the next adventure.” –Amanda Quick, New York Times bestselling author 
 
#4 in the Veronica Speedwell series. Victorian adventuress Veronica Speedwell is whisked off 
to a remote island off the tip of Cornwall when her colleague Stoker’s brother calls in a favor. 
On the pretext of wanting a companion to accompany him to Lord Malcolm Romilly’s house 

party, Tiberius persuades Veronica to pose as his fiancée—much to Stoker’s chagrin. But upon arriving, it becomes 
clear that the party isn’t as innocent as it had seemed. Every invited guest has a connection to Romilly’s wife, 
Rosamund, who disappeared on her wedding day three years ago, and a dramatic dinner proves she’s very much 
on her husband’s mind. As spectral figures, ghostly music, and mysterious threats begin to plague the partygoers, 
Veronica enlists Stoker’s help to discover the host’s true motivations. And as they investigate, it becomes clear that 
there are numerous mysteries surrounding the Romilly estate, and every person present had a motive to kill. 
Deanna Raybourn is the bestselling author of the Veronica Speedwell series and the Lady Julia Grey series. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Danielle Perez) 
Agent: Pamela Hopkins Literary 
 
 
 
  

http://www.chloeneill.com/
https://www.deannaraybourn.com/
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Ricciardi, David        June 2019 
ROGUE STRIKE: A Jake Keller Novel 
 
“Starts with a bang, and then gets better and better... One of the best thrillers you’ll read this 
year.” –Lee Child, on Warning Light 
 
#2 in the Jake Keller series. CIA agent Jake Keller and his partner, Curt Roach, are in Yemen on 
an important mission. They’ve been tipped off to a secret meeting of top ISIS leaders. The plan 
is to interrupt the meeting with a few unexpected visitors: a pair of Hellfire missiles from an 

orbiting drone. But the drone stops responding to their signals and soon disappears over the horizon. When next 
seen, the drone is attacking innocent pilgrims in Mecca. Jake and Curt are staggered. The US government is 
desperate to disavow this atrocity. Who better to blame than a couple of rogue CIA agents? With all the 
governments of the Middle East looking for them and no help from their own side, they are in a desperate race to 
stay ahead of the mob and find out who's actually behind the crime. David Ricciardi is the author of Warning Light. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Tom Colgan) 
Agent: Zachary Shuster Harmsworth 
 

 
Ryan, Anthony        Aug. 2019 
THE WOLF’S CALL: A Raven’s Blade Novel 
 
“Ryan hits all the high notes of epic fantasy—a gritty setting, ancient magics, ruthless intrigue, 
divided loyalties, and bloody action.” –Publishers Weekly 
 
First in a new series! The Wolf’s Call marks a thrilling return to the world of Anthony Ryan’s 
bestselling sensation Blood Song. Vaelin al-Sorna, the once epic warrior and hero of many 
battles, is now the Tower Lord of the Northern Reaches. He spends his days policing the remote 

region against smugglers. But then he captures an assassin from the Far West. The thwarted killer tells Vaelin that 
the entire Far West is in peril of genocidal invasion and that the healer Sherin, now practicing her arts on the 
northern frontier of the lands of the Merchant Kings, will be one of the first to die. Vaelin sails for the Far West to 
warn her. And finds himself in the very center of a conflict that will open old wounds and rend new ones—if he 
survives at all. Ryan is the bestselling author of the Raven’s Shadow novels and the Draconis Memoria novels. 
 
Translation: Berkley Ace (editor Jessica Wade) 
Agent controls UK rights: Janklow & Nesbit 
 
 
  

https://twitter.com/RicciardiBooks
https://anthonyryan.net/
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Scott, J. Todd        July 2019 
THIS SIDE OF NIGHT: A Novel 
 
“A haunting, gritty novel of modern Texas. As a real-life federal lawman, Scott not only knows 
the battered terrain but the wounded people who call it home. I loved the authenticity of this 
forgotten wasteland and the last breaths of the Code of the West.” –Ace Atkins 
 
#3 in the Big Bend series. In the Mexican borderlands, a busload of student protestors is 
gunned down in broad daylight, a violent act blamed on the Nemesio cartel. But its aging 

leader sees the attack for what it is: the opening salvo in a power grab, perhaps by a rival cartel, or maybe by 
someone closer to home. Across the Rio Grande, Sheriff Chris Cherry and his deputies America Reynosa and Danny 
Ford feel the reverberations of this escalating cartel war when they find five dead men on the riverbank. And when 
DEA agent Joe Garrison rolls into town, he adds fuel to the fire: Not only does he suspect that a narcotics division 
in a neighboring county might be corrupt, but he has reservations about Reynosa, who has suspicious family ties 
back in Mexico. J. Todd Scott is the author of The Far Empty and High White Sun. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Sara Minnich) 
Agent: CK Webber Associates 
 
 

Thomas, Russ        Spring 2020 
FIREWATCHING: A Novel 
 
Debut novel! First in a new series! Six years ago, Gerald Cartwright vanished from his home in 
a village on the edge of the Peak District. Did he go on the run to escape his creditors? Or was 
there a more sinister explanation for his disappearance? Today, Detective Sargent Adam Tyler, 
a cold case specialist, is called back to Cartwright’s house—a body has just been discovered, 
bricked up behind a wall in the cellar. Tyler knows this case could make his career; the only 
problem is, the main suspect just happens to be the missing man’s son—the same person Tyler 

slept with the night before. A novel that beautifully walks the line between police procedural and psychological 
thriller, Firewatching is perfect for fans of Tana French, James Oswald, and Broadchurch, and it marks the start of 
an unmissable new series. Russ Thomas is an Events Manager and Expert Bookseller for Waterstones. 
 
Translation: Putnam (editor Sara Minnich) 
Agent: Bent Agency 
UK: Simon & Schuster (sold via the agent) 
 

 
Young, Hester        Jan. 2019 
THE BURNING ISLAND: A Novel 
 
“In this thriller, everyone’s a suspect, and the plot twists will keep you guessing.” –People 
 
#3 in the Charlie Cates series. When her work on a high-profile missing child case exposes her 
unusual abilities to the world, journalist Charlie Cates flees with her best friend, Rae. On 
Hawaii’s Big Island, Charlie begins writing what seems to be a harmless profile of volcanologist 
and Iron Man athlete Victor Nakagawa. Yet her hopes for a peaceful vacation are soon dashed 

by haunting dreams of a local girl who went missing six weeks earlier. In the small and sleepy town of Kalo Valley, 
Charlie and Rae come to realize that even paradise has its ugly secrets, and the Nakagawa family is no exception. 
Hester Young is the author of The Shimmering Road and The Gates of Evangeline. 
 
Translation: Putnam (editor Danielle Dieterich) 
Agent: Aevitas Creative 
UK: Century/Arrow  

http://jtoddscott.com/
http://www.thevoiceofruss.com/
http://www.hesteryoung.com/
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NONFICTION             

 
Clear, James        Oct. 2018 
ATOMIC HABITS: An Easy & Proven Way to Build Good Habits & Break Bad Ones 
 
James Clear distills the psychology of habit down to its most fundamental state, giving us a 
solid, scientifically derived guide to success in any area of life. The secret to successfully 
changing a habit is easy. Start small and follow his four tools of transformation: Make It 
Obvious, Make It Attractive, Make It Easy, and Make It Satisfying. Drawing on over 600 articles 
and studies, Atomic Habits breaks down our systems of behavior, revealing how everything 
from personal mindset to external environment to genetics influence our daily choices. Using 

Clear’s atomic approach, we can build and maintain the habits we need to get the results we want, instead of 
getting caught up in planning or being paralyzed by our overall goals. Sharing his own success story alongside those 
of star athletes, successful businesspeople, and even those who just want to floss regularly, Clear proves that 
success is simple—as long as you start small. 
 
Translation: Avery (editor Nina Shield) 
Agent: Writers House 
UK: Random House Books; Chinese (sc): Beijing Yutu; Hungarian: Gurulo Egyetem; Korean: Business Books; 
Portuguese (B): Alta; Romanian: Lifestyle; Russian: Piter; Spanish: Planeta 
 

 
Courage, Katherine Harmon      Feb. 2019 
CULTURED: How Ancient Foods Can Feed Our Microbiome 
 
Katherine Harmon Courage investigates the essential role our microbiome plays in our overall 
health and wellbeing. Through our efforts to keep our bodies and living environments clean 
and disinfected, we are actually wiping out the essential microbes we need to maintain our 
immunity. Fortunately, simple dietary changes may be all we need to right the ecology of our 
microbiome. Organized by food group (dairy, vegetables, and legumes, for instance), Cultured 
examines digestive health through a foodie’s lens, with each chapter exploring how particular 

foods from that group (like kefir, sauerkraut, and natto) can affect our microbiomes. By looking to other cultures 
and their gut-friendly food traditions, Courage is able to break down the complex science behind digestive health 
to make it accessible for all. Courage is the author Octopus. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Marian Lizzi) 
Agent: Thompson Literary 
Chinese (cc): Ark Culture; Korean: Hyundae Jisung 
 
 

Curry, Bishop Michael       Oct. 2018 
THE POWER OF LOVE: Sermons, Reflections, and Wisdom to Uplift and Inspire 
 
Two billion people watched Bishop Michael Curry deliver his sermon on the redemptive power 
of love at the royal wedding of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle (now the Duke and Duchess of 
Sussex) at Windsor Castle. Here, he shares the full text of the sermon, plus an introduction and 
four of his favorite sermons on the themes of love and social justice. The world has met Bishop 
Curry and has been moved by his riveting, hopeful, and deceptively simple message: love and 
acceptance are what we need in these strange times. 

 
Translation: Avery (editor Nina Shield) 
Agent: Writers House 
UK: Hodder; German: Bene/Droemer 

http://www.jamesclear.com/
http://www.katherinecourage.com/
https://twitter.com/PB_Curry
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Dawson, Kate          Fall 2019 
AMERICAN SHERLOCK: The True Story of Murder, Forensics, and the Birth of CSI 
 
American Sherlock isn’t a simply a biography of a little known genius who was one of the country’s greatest 
forensic pioneers—it’s a story about a turbulent period in American history when science made headlines and 
revolutionized how crimes were solved. The remarkable tale of Edward Oscar Heinrich is anchored at the height of 
Prohibition, 1921-1933, a period of unprecedented lawlessness in America. The book traces Heinrich’s rapidly 
expanding expertise as a scientist and investigator as well as his life as a private citizen, balancing the demands of 
his family with an all-consuming and deeply troubling job. Set against the backdrop of an era of rapid societal and 
technological change, the cases in American Sherlock describe the birth and adolescence of a field whose 
controversies haunt us today and chronicle the man who, for good and ill, pioneered the science we now rely upon 
and struggle to perfect. Kate Dawson is the author of Death in the Air. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Michelle Howry) 
Agent: Dystel, Goderich & Bourret 
 
 
Goran, Michael, and Emily Ventura       Summer 2020 
SUGARPROOF: How Sugar Puts Your Kid at Risk for Hyperactivity, Tantrums, Learning Problems, Digestive 
Troubles, Overactive Fat Cells, Chronic Disease, and More—and What You Can Do About It 
 
This is the definitive guide for parents who want to understand how sugar can be a hidden cause of their child’s 
problems—a cause that they can do something about. It will open parents’ eyes and encourage them to take 
action—not by eliminating sugar all together, but by knowing where to look for it (70% of all foods and 80% of 
snacks for kids contain some kind of sugar), understanding why alternative sweeteners are no better, and offering 
both a turbo-charged three-day plan and a more leisurely 30-day plan for right-sizing the amount of sugar in their 
children’s diet. Michael Goran is director of the Childhood Obesity Research Center at the University of Southern 
California and a thought leader in the field of childhood nutrition. Emily Ventura is an experienced nutrition 
educator, public health advocate, writer, and cook. 
 
Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: Betsy Amster Literary Enterprises 
UK: Vermilion; Spanish: Grijalbo Vital/PRH 
 
 
Hayes, Steven C., Ph.D.         Aug. 2019 
A LIBERATED MIND: How to Pivot Toward What Matters 
 
In this landmark book, the pioneering researcher into Acceptance and Commitment Therapy lays out the principles 
and practices that make ACT the most powerful strategy that psychological study has yet to offer. ACT has been 
shown to help in treating mood disorders, substance abuse, eating disorders, PTSD, and even our relationship to 
physical pain. We suffer because we run from what causes us fear and hurt. This is how we end up with lives that 
are fraught with psychological pain, ranging from full blown addiction and depression to a pervading sense of 
emptiness. The only way to live with meaning and purpose is to turn toward the pain. What we need is a mindset 
of psychological flexibility that can be cultivated in a series of 6 Pivots that form the core of ACT. They include 
defusing from our thoughts, living in the present, learning the art of perspective taking, and discovering our 
deepest values. A powerful narrative of scientific discovery filled with moving stories as well as advice for how we 
can put ACT to work immediately, this book shows how one crucial turn away from avoidance and toward 
acceptance can help us lead the full lives we choose. Steven C. Hayes is a Professor of Psychology at the University 
of Nevada, Reno. He is the author of Get Out of Your Mind and Into Your Life. 
 
Translation: Avery (editor Caroline Sutton) 
Agent: Loewenthal Company 
UK: Vermilion; Dutch: Hogrefe; French: Belfond; German: Beltz 

https://www.katewinklerdawson.com/
http://www.stevenchayes.com/
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Kenney, John        Dec. 2018 
LOVE POEMS FOR MARRIED PEOPLE 
 
First published on Valentine's Day in 2016, John Kenney’s collection of poems for married 
people quickly became one of the most shared New Yorker pieces of all time. Full of hilarious 
wit, dynamic energy, and a heavy dose of reality, these poems took the seminal genre and 
turned it upside down and left to dry in the dishwasher. The original selection, featuring a 
range of topics from parental gripes to dwindling sex lives, is a perennial favorite, skyrocketing 
to the top of the New Yorker’s most-shared list each year, and now Kenney has written a 

collection of new poems that dig even deeper into what it’s like to be married to the person you love. Kenney is 
also the author of the novel Talk to Me. 
 
Translation: Putnam (editor Sally Kim) 
Agent: Author c/o Putnam 
UK: Transworld 
 
 
Kerr, Christopher          Spring 2020 
DREAMS OF THE DYING 
 
As a palliative care doctor, Christopher Kerr tends to the dying, and 80% of his patients experience vivid, realer-
than-life visions or dreams in end stages of illness. For most, these vignettes provide resolution and feature 
reunions with loved ones long passed, allowing the dying to find peace in the days leading up to their last breath. 
Dreams of the Dying is the first book to chronicle this occurrence, drawing on interviews with over 1200 patients, 
as well as Kerr’s groundbreaking, quantified data. The book grounds poignant stories of finding hope before death 
within the framework of modern medicine, illuminating the ways palliative care practices can comfort patients and 
families. The book celebrates the power to reclaim how one dies, while soothing the bereaved who witness their 
loved ones go with grace. Kerr is the Chief Medical Officer for Hospice and Palliative Care in Buffalo, New York. His 
findings are the focus of an upcoming documentary titled Death is But a Dream. 
 
Translation: Avery (editor Caroline Sutton) 
Agent: Solow Literary Enterprises 
UK: Quercus; Arabic: Arab Scientific; German: Heyne 
 
 

Powell, Tia        April 2019 
DEMENTIA REIMAGINED: Building a Life of Joy and Dignity from Beginning to End 
 
Dementia Reimagined explores the cultural and medical history of dementia and Alzheimer’s 
disease, with surprising answers about the progress we’ve made, what we still don’t know, and 
what our aging population can expect in the future. In the US alone, 10,000 baby boomers turn 
65 every day; by the time a person reaches 85, their chances of having dementia approach 
50%. This book is for all those who face dementia. Dr. Tia Powell knows how hard it is to plan, 
to get the right care at the right time, to pay for that care, and to find better treatments and 

support. She shares some of what readers can do to make the experience of dementia a little less terrifying, and 
even a bit more joyful. Dementia is not only about loss; it’s also about preservation—of affection, of dignity, of 
hope. The reality is, there is no cure, and none likely to arrive anytime soon. Only a tiny percent of drugs are 
approved because most don’t work or have side effects that make their risks greater than the benefits. Instead, 
our research efforts need to incorporate how to care for those who have and will develop dementia. Powell is 
Director of the Montefiore Einstein Center for Bioethics and of the Einstein Cardozo Master of Science in Bioethics 
program. She is Professor of Epidemiology, Division of Bioethics, and Psychiatry. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Nina Shield) 
Agent: Spieler Agency 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/NmssCpYzK9cZDE1KCvsivi?domain=youtu.be
https://twitter.com/tiapowell
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Ropper, Allan, and Brian David Burrell       Aug. 2019 
HOW THE BRAIN LOST ITS MIND: Sex, Hysteria, and the Riddle of Mental Illness 
 
This is the story of two diseases: an organic sickness that mimics mental illness, and an affliction of the mind that 
manifests in physical ailments. Syphilis was the driving force behind five centuries of fear and loathing, and the 
advanced stage of the disease—neurosyphilis—initiated a sweeping epidemic of insanity lasting until as recently as 
a generation ago. As shocking and destructive as AIDS proved to be a hundred years later, neurosyphilis cast a pall 
over sex for decades. After the threat waned with the rise of penicillin, so did the connection of mental illness with 
brain disease. Only recently are depression, alcoholism, addiction, etc. again recognized as arising in brain 
structure and chemistry. It is time to revisit the illness that caused society and medicine to look away in the first 
place. Hysteria, meanwhile, now goes by names like conversion disorder and dissociative states. It was, and still is, 
the bane of every neurologist’s existence. The mirror image ailments of syphilis and hysteria are perfect entry 
points to bigger-picture questions about sex, psychosis, hypnotism, psychoanalysis, mind cures, synthetic dyes, 
sensation fiction, psychotropic drugs, genius, and madness. Allan Ropper and Brian Burrell are the authors of 
Reaching Down the Rabbit Hole. 
 
Translation: Avery (editor Nina Shield) 
Agent: Spieler Agency 
UK: Atlantic 
 
 

Sabatier, Grant        Feb. 2019 
FINANCIAL FREEDOM: A Proven Path to All the Money You Will Ever Need 
 
On August 25, 2010, Grant Sabatier woke to find he had $0.01 in his bank account. Five years 
later his net worth was over $1,000,000.00. In All the Money You’ll Ever Need, he takes us step-
by-step through the strategies he used not just get out of debt but to attain full financial 
freedom by the age of 30. Sabatier created an aggressive plan that helps us make money right 
away without creating a budget or giving up our daily latte. Perhaps the biggest surprise: You 
will need less money to retire at 30 than you will at 65. But most important, he shows us that 

money is unlimited; but time is not. No one should spend precious years working at a job they dislike or worrying 
about making ends meet. Sabatier, called “The Millennial Millionaire” by CNBC, is the founder of 
MillennialMoney.com and the host of the podcast Millennial Money Minutes. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Caroline Sutton) 
Agent: Margret McBride Agency 
Chinese (cc): Yuan-Liou; Chinese (sc): Beijing Mediatime; Japanese: Asahi Shimbun 
 
 
Wiltshire, Patricia         Fall 2019 
THE NATURE OF LIFE AND DEATH 
 
Patricia Wiltshire examines the flora and fauna of crime scenes in search of the truth. From hedgerows to tire 
arches, mud tracks to the soles of walking boots, she breaks down a crime scene into the minute components, 
eliminating theories flower by flower and microbe by microbe, until she comes to a realistic and compelling thesis 
on how a crime was committed and how a crime scene came to be. Her story touches on biology, physics, 
chemistry, geography, botany, psychology, micrology, and criminology, and how our relationship with nature 
leaves an indelible mark on who we are and how we interact. Along the way, Wiltshire introduces us to the unseen 
ecologies all around us: the pollen and palynomorphs, the micro-organisms, the fungi, the spores, the foraminifera 
that make up the hidden world. Wiltshire is a forensic ecologist, botanist, and palynologist. 
 
Translation, excluding German and Polish: Putnam (editor Michelle Howry) 
Agent: c/o Kings Road/Bonnier UK 
UK: Kings Road 

https://twitter.com/sabatier
https://millennialmoney.com/
https://twitter.com/Palynos
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COOKBOOKS             

 
Citrin, Josiah          June 2019 
CHARCOAL: New Ways to Cook With Fire 
 

           
Whether in barbecue classics like J1-Marinated Skirt Steak or West Coast-inspired veggie-forward sides like 
Blackened Beets and Salt-Crusted Fennel, charcoal is the dynamic center of this cookbook. It is a celebration of the 
universal human craving to gather together and cook over a live fire. Josiah Citrin is a two-star Michelin chef and 
the owner of Melisse, Charcoal Venice, and Dave’s Doghouse, all in Los Angeles. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: DeFiore & Company 
 
 
Donofrio, Jeanne          April 2019 
LOVE AND LEMONS EVERY DAY: Easy, Seasonal Vegetarian Recipes that Make Inspired Everyday Cooking 
Attainable 
 

         
Jeanine Donofrio, founder of the wildly popular Love and Lemons food blog and author of the cookbook of the 
same name, has redefined fresh vegetarian cooking with her inventive recipes using seasonal ingredients. Now in 
her second cookbook, Donofrio presents simple techniques for cooking bright, beautiful food every day. With 
more than 100 recipes for breakfasts, lunches, and easy suppers, as well as quick flavor charts for salad dressings 
and other staples, this cookbook proves that getting in your kitchen every day can be rejuvenating. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: Stonesong Press 
 
  

https://www.josiahcitrin.com/
https://www.loveandlemons.com/
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Lynch, Lazarus          Aug. 2018 
SON OF A SOUTHERN CHEF: Cook With Soul 
 

            
Lazarus Lynch offers more than 100 recipes with inventive takes on classic Southern dishes like Brown Butter 
Candy Yam Mash with Goat Cheese Brulee, Shrimp and Crazy Creamy Cheddar Grits, and Dulce de Leche Banana 
Pudding. Packed with splashy color photography that pops off the page, this cookbook blends fashion, food, and 
storytelling to get readers into the kitchen.  
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: Dystel, Goderich & Bourret 
 
 
Rucker, Nicole          July 2019 
DAPPLED: Recipes and Stories for Fruit Lovers 
 

                   
Nicole Rucker offers an enthusiastic ode to baking with fruit—an obsessive guide to crafting desserts made with 
seasonal ingredients, from summertime peaches to rhubarb in the spring. With imaginative adaptations of classic 
dishes like Peach and Ricotta Biscuit Cobbler and Huckleberry Blondies, these recipes are for wide-eyed fruit lovers 
and farmers’ market trawlers. Rucker is the founder and owner of Rucker’s Pie in Los Angeles. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: DeFiore & Company 
 
  

https://www.sonofasouthernchef.com/
https://twitter.com/rucker_pie
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Vora, Nisha          Aug. 2018 
THE VEGAN INSTANT POT COOKBOOK: Wholesome, Indulgent Plant-Based Recipes 
 

         
In a book that includes a comprehensive guide to the Instant Pot and all its functions, you can taste the rainbow 
with a full repertoire of vegan dishes, including Pulled Pork Jackfruit Tacos, Sweet Potato Bean Burgers, Blueberry 
Cheesecake, and many more. Nisha Vora is the creator of the popular Rainbow Plant Life blog. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: Miller Bowers Griffin 
 
 
  

https://www.rainbowplantlife.com/
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